Acceptable Delay in Digital Hearing Aids

Abstract

The processing delay in digital hearing aids has the potential to interfere with the amplified sound quality of speech. Tolerable delay values are well established, and this issue is thoroughly studied when hearing aid processing is designed. Siemens products are designed so that effective signal processing is maximized while all delays still fall at or below research recommended values.
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For people who wear hearing aids, sounds are transmitted into the ear canal via two different paths. In the first path, sound travels around the hearing aid or through the earmold plumbing directly into the ear canal. The more “open” the fitting, and the more normal the hearing, the greater the contribution of this pathway. In the second path, the signal passes through the hearing aid, and is then delivered into the ear canal. These two paths have inherently different time delays before a given sound is perceived by the hearing aid user. Direct sound heard via the first path has the least delay, and is perceived before the amplified sound, which has to be first processed by the hearing aid circuitry. The delay introduced by the hearing aid has become more of an issue in the past ten years with the routine use of digital hearing instruments, which have a considerably longer delay than their analog counterparts.

While the delay caused by digital hearing aid amplification is relatively short, and measured only in milliseconds, the sound quality of the speech signal may still be compromised. We know that when the delay is about 10 milliseconds, the direct sound and the amplified sound interact with each other and cause spectral ripples which alter the timbre of the sound. Because these spectral ripples are only present when the two sounds are of a similar intensity, they are not present when the amplified sound is significantly louder than the direct sound. When the delay becomes longer, the patient may notice an “echo effect”, and when longer yet (more than 40 ms), the auditory information may fall out of synchronization with the visual information and interfere with speech reading.

The detrimental effects of hearing aid delay are dependent upon the severity of the hearing loss. As the hearing threshold worsens, the individual is able to hear less of the direct sound transmission and the delay is not as noticeable. Also, as hearing becomes worse, the physical fitting is tighter in the ear canal (e.g., less venting). This results in greater attenuation of the direct sound, and thereby re-
duces the possibility of a noticeable delay. As digital signal processing inevitably introduces delays, and any delay will cause some spectral ripples, the question is how much delay is acceptable for all, or at least the majority of patients.

**Background Research**

Over the past ten years, Stone and colleagues have conducted considerable research related to tolerable hearing aid delays\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^5\). In general, their findings can be summarized as follows. Disturbance increased monotonically with increasing delay, with delay times as low as 20 to 30 ms already rated as disturbing for those with mild to moderate hearing losses. For normal listeners, even speech production was affected when the delay exceeded 30 ms. Another group of researchers working with actual commercial hearing aids, however, found that delays as small as 10 ms would affect sound quality\(^6\).

A factor which has made hearing aid delays even more of a concern in recent years is the popularity of open-canal (OC) fittings. As the term suggests, OC fittings leave the ear canal much more open than traditional earmolds or custom instruments. As a result, more sound travels directly into the open ear canal and is potentially more audible to the hearing aid user. Moreover, the patients who typically wear OC fittings are those with only a mild to moderate hearing loss, the same group of users who have the greatest potential to be affected by hearing aid delay. A recent study showed that in OC fittings for simulated hearing losses that started at 2 and 1 kHz, processing delays may need to be as low as 5 and 6 ms, respectively, to avoid compromises in sound quality\(^7\). These researchers, however, did state that because the simulations used in the experiment introduced confounding factors, users may actually tolerate longer delays from real hearing instruments than the values they suggested.
**Hearing Aid Processing**

With digital signal processing, each “feature” of the hearing instrument can add to the total group delay. For example, a hearing aid with more channels, more advanced digital noise reduction, and a more sophisticated feedback reduction system may have more group delay than a hearing aid without these features. The type of signal processing is also a factor. Hearing instrument manufacturers primarily use two methods for signal processing and frequency analysis. The first is the use of a filterbank, which employs filters to split up the input signal into channels by processing the signal sample by sample. Other manufacturers use a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) scheme that processes a block of samples at once. Both approaches obey the “Acoustic Uncertainty Principle” which states that the time-bandwidth product is constant. That is, if spectral resolution is increased, temporal resolution will decrease, and vice versa. Thus, the narrower channels are (no matter whether filterbank or FFT), the longer the group delay. The fundamental difference between the two approaches is that with FFT, the bandwidth of the channels is the same across frequency, whereas with filterbanks, bandwidth can vary across frequency.

The filterbank approach typically mimics the logarithmic layout of the basilar membrane (“critical bands”) and has finer frequency resolution for lower frequencies than for higher frequencies. The narrower filters required for the lower frequencies cause more delay than those for higher frequencies. Research has shown that if this frequency-dependent delay is too long, it can cause listeners to hear a consonant at the same time or before a vowel, even though in the original speech signal, the consonant occurred after the vowel\(^4\). In a Fourier Transformation approach, an entire block of signals is processed at once with uniform analysis bandwidth across frequency. Therefore, unlike the filterbank, the delay caused by Fourier Transformation is uniform across frequencies. Regardless which method is
used for signal processing, the advent of ever more sophisticated signal processing sometimes also increases hearing aid delay as the signal must travel through an increasing number of processors and algorithms.

**Laboratory Measures**

Siemens hearing instruments employ a filterbank for signal processing. Even with the increasing number of gain channels and advanced signal processing algorithms, the instruments maintain processing delay that is within tolerable limits established by research findings. The laboratory measure of hearing aid delay can be accomplished by calculating the derivative of the phase response. This method is used in some commercially available electroacoustic measurement systems. For the measurements reported below, an ACAM5 system from Acousticon was used. The results of these measures are then typically displayed on a millisecond/frequency chart, as shown in Figure 1.

As mentioned earlier, in a filterbank, delay typically decreases with increasing frequency, and this effect becomes more pronounced as more channels are added. That is, a 16-channel instrument has significantly higher delay than a 4-channel device, especially in the low frequencies, even when both instruments have similar features activated. The bottom Green line in Figure 1 is the processing delay for a Siemens four-channel device. Observe that for the majority of the frequency range, the delays are at or below 2 milliseconds. In comparison, note the delays for the 16-channel instrument (Brown line). While still acceptable, these delays are considerably longer, especially for the lower frequencies. Finally, as we discussed, additional features can also cause further processing delays. In this example, we have added the Siemens SoundSmoothing noise reduction algorithm. Note that the group delay is now increased by nearly another millisecond across the frequency range (Figure 1; Orange line).
In order to avoid the spectral ripples which occur when direct sound and amplified sound are of similar intensity levels, an algorithm was developed in which channels that have prescribed less than 3 dB gain are completely turned off. This of course relates directly to OC fittings, as these patients typically have normal hearing through 1000 or even 1500 Hz. This OC fitting approach is also consistent with the recent findings of Keidser et al\textsuperscript{8}, who reported that with an open earcanal, the lower frequencies are perceived as slightly louder (~4 dB).

In their study on the effects of OC devices, Stone and colleagues\textsuperscript{7} reported that for mild hearing loss starting at 2 and 1 kHz, the hearing instrument should have delays no longer than 5 and 6 ms, respectively. To assess compliance with this recommendation, we evaluated four commercially available OC devices from different manufacturers, using the laboratory test procedures described earlier. These results are shown in Figure 2. The Brown line on the chart is the Siemens Pure.
Note that for the key frequencies in an OC fitting (frequencies >1000 Hz), Pure clearly falls at or below the suggested delays. Observe, however, that two of the other three devices have delays that are at, or exceed, recommended values.

The extent that a delay is “noticeable” does differ somewhat among different patients, and is related to degree of hearing loss, cognitive status, and other factors. It is possible, therefore, that for isolated cases, an even shorter delay than shown in Figure 2 for the Siemens Pure, might be required to achieve optimum sound quality. In such instances, we recommend disabling some of the adaptive signal processing features which add to hearing aid delay. Switching to a device with fewer channels, and therefore fewer filters, would also be a reasonable solution.

Figure 2. Display of digital processing delay for four different OC hearing instruments. The gray area indicates the range of delay shown to be intolerable according to research.

Summary

All hearing aids have processing delays, and these delays have the potential to interfere with amplified sound quality of speech. The popularity of OC fittings has
increased the focus on this issue, as delays must be the shortest when the ear canal is open. Tolerable delay values are well established, and this issue is thoroughly studied when hearing aid processing is designed, and new algorithms are implemented. As we have reported here, Siemens products are designed so that effective signal processing is maximized, while all delays still fall at or below research recommended values.
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